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AMAZING ARABIC STYLING VILLA FOR SALE IN VILAMOURA, ALGARVE

Located in Vilamoura, this Villa stands out for the contemporariness of its architecture and for 

harmonious choice of styles, where dazzling white, ethnic elements and lush vegetation play a 

leading role. The Villa is surrounded by pine and palm trees, ideal for those wanting peace, relax, 

luxury and comfort. The villa has been tastefully decorated to the highest standards - one of the main 

features is a superb interior garden opened to all the lounge with fresh and green vegetation which is 

covered by a transparent vault. A spacious area of three interconnected rooms as follows: Living 

room opening to the other two rooms: another social area with an hanging fireplace and dining room. 

Reminiscent of a Moorish Oasis, the luxuriant interior garden, with its domed skylight, floods the 

social area with light and freshness. Fully fitted Kitchen opening into the round Dining room with 

views over the garden and swimming pool. Master bedroom with ensuite bathroom and separate 

shower. Sliding doors leading into a garden. Upper we find a twin bedroom with ensuite showeroom 

and doors leading into a private balcony. Double bedroom with ensuite bathroom and doors leading 

into a terrace. On basement a twin bedroom with a separate shower room. Outside we find a lovely 

pool set in beautiful landscaped garden.

€ 1.300.000

Bedrooms: 4

Bathrooms: 6

Area: 330

Size of plot: 1985

Pool: 0 mtrs
Year of 
construction: 1988

Energy 
Efficiency:

in 
progress
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Important notice: These particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. The photographs show only 
certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were taken. Areas, measurements, layout plans 
and distances are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as a statement of fact. All property details have 
been provided by the seller and should not be considered factually accurate about the property, its condition or 
value. Exclusive Living Mediacao Imobiliaria Lda. holds no responsibility to the accuracy of the information and 
will not be held liable for any errors on any representation on the property. A buyer must not rely on this 
information without conducting an inspection or hiring professionals for surveys or legal services to verify all 
details and documentation prior to a property purchase.
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